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MBRNT Newsletter
“Walker” enraged with Collier after reported Man-Date
What started as an
innocent Man-Date
has now turned into
one of the biggest
scandals in red neck
history as Sam
“Walker” Julian was
informed by an
unnamed source of
Rodney “Captain
Hook” Colliers
advances towards Joe
“Super Mario” Sponcia.
Sources have told the
Red Neck news that
Collier reportedly
wanted to simply pick
out cigars with
Sponcia, but the night
soon turned into more
as the two
rendezvoused to
dinner at the romantic
Altruda’s. Collier
splurged as the two
men enjoyed
appetizers, beer, and
dessert with Collier
refusing to let Sponcia
pay. The men were
supposed to take half a
day of work oﬀ before
TOUR TO ISSUE PERSONALIZED GAME
Tour oﬃcials in Karns have just secured funds
from the stimulus package of 2009 to give out FREE
personalized game analysis packets to each
participant this year.
The tour has been studying hours and hours of
swing footage from each competitor and will have a
solid package of instruction ready before the tour

Christmas to pick out
new duds at Stein Mart
and TJ Maxx, but
things turned ugly
when “Walker” caught
wind of the news.
Julian said, “I have
been with Joe for many
years and I thought
Rodney had more class
then this. It makes me
sick to my stomach
visualizing the two
picking out belts and
golf pants together,
not to mention a
romantic dinner. I
refuse to share my bed
with Rodney and Joe
next year, I am a one
man, man. I keep
playing the 80’s song,
‘Secret Lovers’, in my
mind over and over
again...and the thought
of that song becoming
reality has really
shocked me. I can’t
blame Joe though, it
sounds like Rod had
this thing planned for
weeks”.

TIP PACKET TO PARTICIPANTS
championship in early Summer. The idea is to
present a “faults and fixes” smorgasbord and should
prove positive for all competitors as stop action
photo’s and video analysis will be combined with tour
level instruction to ensure each participant will play
to his maximum potential.
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2010 to be the year of the ‘Chin Strap’
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Player Profile:
Justin “Kimmy, TBD” Kim

Last year the stache’ flopped as
tour members shunned the
Freddie Mercury look. Over
beers,tour rookies Mark “G.I.
Jane” Waring and Byron “Pappy”
Williams threw out the possibility
of the ‘strap’ as an alternative after
discovering our waitress at
Hooters preferred the ‘strap’ look.
Joe “Dictator” Sponcia said, “I
thought it was a little, um,
hispanic looking to tell you the
truth. I had heard people refer to
it as a ‘beaner beard’ until my
vacation in Panama City, FL. It

seemed to be a hot look for more
than just specially transported and
undocumented people from below
Texico, but I think in order to
really pull of the look each red
neck should consider spending
around $30 on “Henna Tats”.
Rodney “Sprinkles!!!” Collier
looks to be the odds on favorite to
win the coveted free dinner from
his fellow red necks for the best
‘beaner beard’ but Sam “Stads”
Julian already has a few tats and
could wrap it up the contest
before it starts?

Coup may move tour to Hilton Head
Byron “Jailbait” Williams has
been working feverishly (behind
the scenes) against tour President
“Super Mario” Sponcia to move
the tour’s annual trip to the tree
hugger capital of the U.S., Hilton
Head, SC. Why would the tour
members consider such a move
that would require a longer drive
time, less quality courses, and
absolutely NO nightlife? One
word: Free.

even taking over Sam and making
Sam, my Sam instead of Joe’s.
Hilton Head will be a new
direction. A change. A nod to
freedom that red necks have
longed for, but never had the
chance to experience with Sponcia
at the helm”.

Tour founder Sponcia said, “this
will be a train wreck. Williams is
disorganized, unfocused, wishywashy, and has never taken a
Williams is using the oldest
leadership role. Putting
trick in the progressives book, free Chernobyl and myself in the
lodging to stump for the change.
liberals utopia is a bar fight
Williams said, “It is time we put waiting to happen”.
the dictator in his place. Everyone No decision has been made yet
gets tired of being scheduled, the on the move, but it is looking like
agenda that has to be followed,
the end of an era.
and walking on eggshells. I am

One of the shortest players to
ever play on tour is set to make
his debut in 2010. When
redneck Rookie Justin Kim
dons his Nike ‘Boing!’ shoes, he
measure’s a slightly below
average 5’6, but what he lacks in
height, he certainly makes up
with his deadly lip wedge. Kim
had a solid 09’ season but
suﬀered a stinging defeat to the
red neck tour founder at the
end of November sending him
into a winter depression. Tour
members have noticed Kim
stepping up his fitness routine
but his real problem isn’t the
waist line, its the deep shoulderturn-dip-hook drive. “Kimmy’s”
saving grace is his short game,
which at times is among the
best. Since changing his putter
grip to the arthritic-looking
‘Super-Stroke’ popularized by
K.J. Choi, Kim has become
deadly on the greens. Too bad
Nike doesn’t make a square
driver with a square grip?
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